Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 6: Unit 10

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
3. shook with sudden dread
5. left out
7. logic
9. Of all her pets, Julie ____ the parrot.
10. He offered me a ride, but I ___ to walk.
13. excused
16. gleaming
19. disturbing
21. deserved
24. grew narrower
25. suitable
26. provided tools and supplies
27. teaching on a one-to-one basis
28. brought to the intended person or place
29. opposite of remembering

Down
1. discarded
2. confessed
3. marked by healed wounds
4. looked over
6. taking place
8. esteemed
11. copying as a standard
12. worked
14. happening again and again
15. restricted
17. paying attention to sounds
18. allowing
20. matched
22. annoying
23. sliding while attempting to stop